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he Voice Release unit.
After installing the batteries turn both units on.
Make sure that both power indicators illuminate.
Turn the units off.
Be sure that the dip switch settings on the T3A-500 transmitter match
those in the R3-500 receivers that are to be used.
You can check this by referring to our dip switch settings guide on back cover.
7. Plug your Voice Release into the T3A-500 transmitter
using the mic jack on the side of your transmitter.
Note: Please remember your T3A-500 transmitter can be used
without the voice release portion by pressing the buttons manually.
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1. Before turning on your Voice Release be sure that the
Automatic Trap is free and clear of any obstructions.
2.. Your T3A-500 Transmitter will automatically throw one target
when it is initially turned on.
This function is to verify that your unit is operating properly.
3.. Clip the microphone on.
Note: Do not clip microphone where it may interfere with you gun mount or
near other potential noise sources that may release a target.
4.
5.. From Right to Left you will find three toggle switches.
Toggle #1 turns the T3A-500 On or Off.
As shown in (Fig #1).
6. Toggle #3 lets you choose whether you are throwing Singles or Doubles.
With two traps operating, this system will throw single targets or true pairs.
If you only have one trap this switch should remain on singles.
7.. Toggle #2 allows you to choose between your two traps.
If you only have one trap this switch should remain on Trap 1.
8.. After you have chosen which trap to throw, you will push the
Red Reset switch on the top of the voice release unit.
This will enable your Voice Release.
9.. It is now waiting for your voice command to throw the target.
10.
11.. Always reset the voice release by pressing the red reset button.

